
The specialty aggregates included in terrazzo 
flooring are the primary ingredient of the terrazzo 
design mix, typically representing 70% of the 
flooring system. These aggregates are most 
commonly marble chips; however, glass and other 
specialty aggregates are also suitable for terrazzo 
flooring.

Industry Experience
Since 1947, Terrazzo & Marble Supply (T&M) has offered a variety of crushed 
marble and specialty aggregate for the terrazzo industry. Our history and 
experience have uncovered the most complete and exciting offering 
of specialty aggregate for terrazzo flooring.  All chips are produced
with a consistent crush, cleaned and dried to ensure a quality terrazzo 
design mix.

These quality col    lections of specialty aggregate are readily available 
for your next terrazzo project. Contact our terrazzo Department at 
800.7.MARBLE for more information about Terrazzo chips available
from T&M.
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Kansas City International Airport - Consolidated Rental Car - Customer Service Building - Kansas City, MO

Aggregate For Terrazzo Flooring
Terrazzo Chip



North American  Aggregate Collection

Black Stallion Pepper HarvestHeritage Tuscan CiderMocha Beige Blend

New Royal Green Salmon Burgundy China WhiteDusty Rose Georgia White

Valders Blue Coal Glacier Gray Misty GrayGun Metal Forrest Green

Sustainable Aggregate

These samples are intended for initial design purposes only. Some variation may occur with finished product. 
Final samples should be received by contractor prior to installation.

These traditional marbles offer a base line of color options from North American quarries.  The environmental 
benefits of marble aggregate can contribute to LEED credit if manufactured within 500 miles of your project.

EcoTrazzo is a thin-set epoxy terrazzo flooring system designed to provide additional green benifits releative 
to traditional poured-in-place terrazzo systems.  Recycled chip and North American chip offer sustainable 
aggregate options to reduce the use of virgin materials and to help reduce the carbon footprint.
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Tustin Medical Building - Tustin, CA



 Pre-Consumer Recycled  Aggregate*

 Post-Consumer Recycled  Aggregate*

Sea Green

Crystal

ChocolateShamrock

Clear Plate Ash Gray

Midnight Blue

1-Sided Mirror

Porcelain

Spice Mix

Polar White

Concrete

Scarlet

Lavender

Tiara BlueChunky Orange

Arabian Black

Sky BlueLemon ice

Honey

Jade

Silver Coated
Clear

Recycled aggregate provides vibra  nt colors not offered by Mother Nature.  The environmental 
benefits of recycled glass can contribute to LEED credit for your project.

Recycled aggregate from a variety of sources, provide unique character to your terrazzo design.

* An increase in cost should be expected for formulas including Italian chip and glass 
chip rather than standard marble chip.

These samples are intended for initial design purposes only. Some variation may occur with finished product. 
Final samples should be received by contractor prior to installation.



CHIP SIZE CHART

Size (#) Passes 
Screen

Retained on
 Screen

Size #0 1/8 Inch 1/16 Inch

StandardSize #1 1/4 Inch 1/8 Inch

Size #2 3/8 Inch 1/4 Inch

Size #3 1/2 Inch 3/8 Inch

Venetian†

Size #4 5/8 Inch 1/2 Inch

Size #5 3/4 Inch 5/8 Inch

Size #6 7/8 Inch 3/4 Inch

Size #7 1 Inch 7/8 Inch

Size #8 1-1/8 Inch 1 Inch

Chips are graded by number according to size
in conformity with industry standards adopted
by the aggregate crushers.

The chips that pass through the screen are based
and sold as the particular size. Terrazzo composed
of #0 through #2 chips is referred to as “Standard.”
Patterns utilizing #3 through #8 chips are referred
to as “Venetian,” originally seen in cement
terrazzo systems.

Chip Sizes

Venetian chip is not an inventory item.  Therefore,
allow proper lead time when ordering this product.

†

Italian Chip Collection*
This premium collection of aggregate includes Italian marble and exotic Mother of Pearl.  Before 
domestic aggregates were available, imported marble chip dominated the market.  Their timeless 
beauty offers a sense of prestige to any project.

Italian
Botticino

Mother of Pearl Italian Red 
Verona

Yellow Siena Italian White

Blue Bardiglio Italian Rose Nero Ibano Verde Alpi Italian Yellow 
Verona

Freshwater MOP

These samples are intended for initial design purposes only. Some variation may occur with finished product. 
Final samples should be received by contractor prior to installation.

* An increase in cost should be expected for formulas including Italian chip and glass 
chip rather than standard marble chip.

464 Northgate Parkway
Wheeling, IL 60090
Local:  847.947.7300
Fax:  847.947.7301

Toll-Free:  877.TM.SLABS       Web:  www.tmsupply.com

12632 Monarch St. Unit B
Garden Grove, CA 92841
Local:  714.901.1400
Fax:  714.901.1490


